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Designing
for change
Northern Beaches Christian School in Sydney is fast gathering a
global reputation as truly recognising how innovative learning
spaces can support changing teaching practices. So we asked Anne
Knock of the Sydney Centre for Innovation in Learning to explain
how they got where they have.

I

love seeing photos of cool learning spaces with funky furniture.
They can be captivating and inspiring, yet the question remains,
‘Are these new learning environments changing the way
we teach?’ New spaces require educators to implement new
pedagogical approaches. Many schools are looking at the classroom
through a 21st century lens, they are rethinking the traditional
‘egg crate’ model with desks in rows and the classroom with an
obvious ‘front’, where the predominant model is the didactic,
pedagogical approach. Sometimes we gain inspiration from the
modern workplace, such as the offices of Google or Microsoft and
understand the way that the world works, thinks and learns may also
have a bearing on the way we organise the classroom. In 2017, when
our young people need to develop adaptive skills of connection and
collaboration, it seems incongruous to enclose learning in single
cells, organised in rigid rows.
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My own context is Northern Beaches Christian School on the northern edge of the
greater Sydney region, in Australia. Since 2005, under the leadership of the principal,
Stephen Harris, the school has been on a trajectory of change, as Stephen says, “NBCS
is a school that demonstrates that change is both necessary and possible – a change in
paradigm, in learning space design, in the way we empower students to take charge of
their own learning.”
Essentially, technology has been a game-changer and it affords immense
opportunities, especially due to the increasing mobility of devices. This has led to
the design of a range of innovative learning environments in schools around the
world. These spaces are often shared by multiple classes and are technology-rich,
multi-modal and adaptive, enabling a variety of pedagogical approaches. I regularly
facilitate workshops for teachers and leaders around the context for rethinking learning
experience using a design-thinking approach, we call design/engage. We help educators
think about the learner, how we might personalise the learning experience, and then
how the design of the space can support and even enhance the learning.
For many teachers the ways of working in new spaces can be confronting and the
foundational shifts that need to take place are daunting. There are often questions
about the physical attributes of the environment, usually the noise and whether all
students remain on-task in a shared classroom, without fixed walls. There can also be a
perception that parents will be
non-supportive and, importantly
teachers ask, “So where do I put
At NBCS we work with our teaching teams to come up with
my stuff?”
When I speak to educators,
‘team agreements’, gaining alignment and clarity around a vision,
I often use the metaphor of
the iceberg. What people see
intention or purpose, articulating what we value and how we will
when they visit NBCS or see the
images of innovative learning
work together. In order to create a personal learning experience,
environments is the tip of the
iceberg, the real work is under
we create some archetypes, describing those students who may
the surface, across a number of
years to maintain the vision and
get lost in the mix or have particular needs of circumstances.
reinforce the desired culture.
In the case of NBCS, it is more
than 10 years of change. When
it comes to ‘people and change’
there is no quick-fix, and using the language of design/engage we take People on a
Journey in a Space. Rather than put just classes together in new spaces with a variety of
furniture to teach in multiple zones, it is important to attend to the under-the-surface
work beforehand. The design process that we use can be applied to mapping out a
school year or just planning a lesson.
The first step is to grow your team and then think about your students, before
anything else. If collaboration is a necessary skill for students, it starts with teachers
being able to collaborate, to work as an effective team. At NBCS we work with our
teaching teams to come up with ‘team agreements’, gaining alignment and clarity
around a vision, intention or purpose, articulating what we value and how we will work
together. In order to create a personal learning experience, we create some archetypes,
describing those students who may get lost in the mix or have particular needs of

Anne’s sentiments reminded us of Doodle’s poster (left) which is available via their
website www.doodle.acSearch “free” on their homepage for any free downloads,
including this one.
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circumstances. This ‘user-experience’ approach helps us to see the learning through
their eyes.
Next we think about the ‘Big Idea’ to guide the process and the ‘Mountaintop’ – what
will it look like if everything is humming? Once these are clear, the planning work can
be done, creating an engaging ‘Entry Event’ and then the ‘Immersion’ experiences. These
include learning activities in terms of ‘Guru’ sessions providing the expertise and explicit
teaching that students need, personalizing the learning through providing choice and
multiple pathways, we call this ‘Matrix’ and allowing students (and teachers) space for
to explore their ‘Passion’ or particular areas of interest. At critical junctures in the design
process we stop and consider the plans through the lens of the student-archetypes,
making adjustments to ensure that the learning is designed so that it will engage all
students.
So once we’ve looked at ‘People’, the teaching team and the students, the ‘Journey’,
designing the learning with a personalised approach, then we consider the ‘Space’. The
important question to answer is:
How will the classroom space support and enhance the personalized approach and
learning pathway we have designed to engage our students?

‘Outside’ can be anything outside the imagination – literally being outdoors, or
perhaps thinking ‘outside the box’.
The arrangement and intentionality of the learning space needs to support the
pedagogical approaches. We help teachers to think about space in terms of both the
physical and virtual environments working together, using a handful of key terms to
guide their thinking.
Drawing on the work of David D Thornburg, spaces are represented by caves,
campfires and watering holes. To provide places to work alone, to share in groups and
when the whole group or class come together. To this we add spaces described as
maker, empty and outside. While ‘maker’ is fairly evident, ‘empty’ encourages educators
to provide unspecified space, enabling flexibility and agility. ‘Outside’ can be anything
outside the imagination – literally being outdoors, or perhaps thinking ‘outside the box’.
I have had the opportunity to visit schools in different parts of the world. Often, I’ve
seen photos on social media or in blogs and then I’m keen to see it first-hand. When I get
to these places, there is one thing that tips the balance between a great picture and a
great place for learning – it’s the people that make the difference. The innovative learning
environment works best when passionate teachers with strategic and empathic leaders
are focused on engaging students. They understand that the design of the learning space
is pivotal to that. These are the things we can never see in a fleeting image.
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